We propose and analyze an all-optical atomic beam splitter based on a multistep adiabatic passage in a ''tripod'' atomic level configuration. The spatial interference patterns obtained may exhibit extremely fine structure due to splittings of many times the photon momentum. The visibility of the obtained interference pattern is also shown to exhibit collapses and revivals as the distance from the interaction region is varied. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.63.023608 PACS number͑s͒: 03.75.Dg, 42.82.Cr, 85.40.Hp In recent years several versions of atom beam splitters and atom interferometers have been proposed ͓1-8͔ and a variety of precision measurements utilizing atominterferometry techniques have been performed ͓9,10͔. The first atomic beam splitters ͓2͔ were based on Rabi oscillations in two-level systems ͑see also ͓3͔͒. In a search for an efficient robust wide-angle atomic beam splitter, a number of schemes based on the effect of coherent population transfer ͓11͔ ͓adiabatic passage, or stimulated Raman adiabatic passage ͑STIRAP͔͒ have been implemented ͓6,8͔, following the proposal by Marte et al. ͓5͔. In STIRAP, the populations of optically excited states remain negligible. STIRAP is also insensitive to changes in parameters such as laser powers and pulse shapes. A robust atomic beam splitter based on STI-RAP in a ''tripod'' configuration ͑cf Fig. 1͒ was recently demonstrated by Bergmann and co-workers ͓8͔. Experiments by Chu and co-authors ͓7͔ showed that, employing STIRAP, momentum splitting can be scaled up by orders of magnitude.
In recent years several versions of atom beam splitters and atom interferometers have been proposed ͓1-8͔ and a variety of precision measurements utilizing atominterferometry techniques have been performed ͓9,10͔. The first atomic beam splitters ͓2͔ were based on Rabi oscillations in two-level systems ͑see also ͓3͔͒. In a search for an efficient robust wide-angle atomic beam splitter, a number of schemes based on the effect of coherent population transfer ͓11͔ ͓adiabatic passage, or stimulated Raman adiabatic passage ͑STIRAP͔͒ have been implemented ͓6,8͔, following the proposal by Marte et al. ͓5͔ . In STIRAP, the populations of optically excited states remain negligible. STIRAP is also insensitive to changes in parameters such as laser powers and pulse shapes. A robust atomic beam splitter based on STI-RAP in a ''tripod'' configuration ͑cf Fig. 1͒ was recently demonstrated by Bergmann and co-workers ͓8͔. Experiments by Chu and co-authors ͓7͔ showed that, employing STIRAP, momentum splitting can be scaled up by orders of magnitude.
Atom interferometry may have important technological applications in atom lithography ͓9͔, for example the deposition of an atomic interference pattern on a substrate to create a periodic structure. To this end, one optimally needs to prepare a wave packet consisting of two coherent momentum components in the same internal atomic state. To our knowledge, the problem of creating such a wave packet has so far not had a satisfactory solution. Methods such as scattering cold atoms from a periodic microfabricated structure ͓9͔ convert only a small fraction of atoms into the superposition state sought, and hence require additional state selection. Atomic beam splitters ͑cf., e.g., Ref. ͓8͔͒ typically produce atoms in a superposition of different internal states that does not yield a spatial interference pattern.
We ask whether a coherent superposition of momentum components of different states can be converted into that within a single atomic state and explore an idea that consists of a combination of Bergmann et al. ͓8͔ and Chu et al.'s ͓7͔ techniques. This results in atoms ending up in a superposition of different internal states, with two momentum components in each. The interference patterns due to different states are out-of-phase and cancel each other. However, the interference patterns due to different internal states also move relative to each other, so that, by simply allowing the atomic wave packet to propagate freely, a revival of interference is achieved. As a result, a spatial interference pattern may be obtained without state selection, merely by locating the substrate in the appropriate position. The scheme we consider here produces a momentum splitting of four times the photon momentum, resulting in an interference pattern with a period of a quarter of the optical wavelength. This splitting may be increased by applying Chu et al. ' 3 P 0 state propagating along the x axis, was incident on a combination of three laser beams: a pair of ϩ and Ϫ -polarized beams counterpropagating along the z axis, and a -polarized beam propagating along the y axis. The -polarized beam was shifted along the x axis so that an atom saw a synchronous pair of -polarized pulses and an overlapping delayed -polarized pulse. The states coupled via this pulse sequence are ͉1,0͘, ͉2,0͘, ͉3 Ϫ ,Ϫ1͘, and ͉3 ϩ ,ϩ1͘ ͑cf., Fig. 1͒ , where ͑assuming k ϭk ϭk)
Assuming that the pulses have equal Rabi frequencies, ⍀ ϩ ϭ⍀ Ϫ ϭ⍀ , and that the states ͑1-4͒ are on resonance, the tripod configuration as in Fig. 1 exhibits two dark states ͓8͔:
Here, S and A stand for symmetric and antisymmetric ͑in respect to the ''side'' M ϭϮ1 states, cf., Fig. 1͒ , and tan We see that the set of coupled substates factorizes into two independent tripod configurations. In each, the incident atomic population is concentrated in a side state of the tripod. Expanding the state ͉⌽ 1 ͘ over the symmetric and antisymmetric dark states of the two tripods in Fig. 2 , we obtain
where ͉⌽ S,A Ϯ ͘ are expressed in terms of the central and side states of the corresponding tripods by relations identical to Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒. The inverse pulse sequence will convert the symmetric dark states into momentum components of state 1: ͉⌽ S Ϯ ͘→Ϫ͉1,Ϯ2͘. The antisymmetric dark states, which are fully decoupled from the optical fields, remain intact. Hence the resulting atomic state is Each of the states 1, 3 ϩ and 3 Ϫ thus produces an interference pattern with a period of /4. For tϭ0, the patterns due to state 1 and states 3 Ϯ are out of phase and cancel each other; the overall spatial atomic distribution simply repeats the initial one. This result is quite natural, since state ͑7͒ was found in a Raman-Nath approximation. For tϾ0, the patterns due to states 3 Ϯ slide ͑relative to that due to state 1͒ with velocities Ϯv R , resulting in periodic collapses and revivals of spatial interference. The first revival is at tϭt rev ϭ/(8v R ), with its completeness depending on the initial atomic collimation. For a perfect revival, the spatial separation of the momentum components of each state, 4v R t rev , should stay small compared to the transverse coherence length of the wave packet, ប/⌬p, where ⌬p is the transverse momentum spread. This yields ⌬pӶ បk . ͑10͒
In Ref. ͓8͔, ⌬pϳ0 .4បk, which is close to the collimation needed. Note that considerations which led to Eq. ͑7͒ implied that the momentum substates ͉3 Ϯ ,ϯ3͘ ͑cf. 
FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of interacting momentum substates
at the inverse adabatic-passage step. Substates populated at the start of the step are encircled. The ϩ -polarized laser beam couples ͉2, Ϫ2͘ to ͉3,Ϫ1͘ and ͉2,ϩ2͘ to ͉3,ϩ3͘ and is therefore shown schematically as two transitions; this also applies to the Ϫ and -polarized beams. sets a limit on the initial momentum spread along the z axis, which should be narrow on the scale of 2បk. This condition is weaker than ͑10͒.
Since spatial positioning of the revival is velocity dependent, the longitudinal velocity spread will also reduce visibility of the interference pattern. This reduction is, however, limited by 50%. This will happen in the worst possible case of a very large longitudinal momentum spread, when the ''moving'' patterns coming from states 3 ϩ and 3 Ϫ get fully smeared out. A detailed investigation of the robustness of the scheme will be performed elsewhere.
Some remarks are in order here. The first-split-thencombine pulse sequence may be regarded as a generalization of Chu's techniques ͓7͔ to the tripod configuration. In Ref.
͓7͔, population was coherently transferred back and forth across a ⌳ configuration. Using differently directed light beams for the ''back'' and the ''forth'' transitions resulted in an accumulation of photon momenta passed to atoms. Changing directions of the beams works in a similar manner. Moreover, Chu's techniques may be applied to the intermediate state ͉⌽ 1 ͘ in order to scale up the momentum splitting. For example, without the ϩ -polarized beams, the first-split-then-combine sequence adds 2បk to the momentum of state 3 ϩ , leaving the state 3 Ϫ untouched. Repeatedly applying this sequence will move the 3 ϩ component of state
Similarly, applying the first-split-then-combine sequence without the Ϫ -polarized beams will move the 3 Ϫ component:
. Now note that positioning of the two independent tripods in Fig. 2 in momentum is determined solely by the encircled states. Hence after the ''inverse'' pulse sequence, ϩ2n ϩ បk and Ϫ2n Ϫ បk, respectively, will be added to momenta of the positive and negative momentum components of state ͑7͒, resulting in momentum splitting of 2(n ϩ ϩn Ϫ ϩ2)បk, and an interference pattern with a period of /͓2(n ϩ ϩn Ϫ ϩ2)͔. In practice, this may require switching from time-of-flight to optical pulse techniques, because conditions like Eq. ͑10͒ restrict the time available for scaling up the splitting. Positioning the substrate may also become a problem, since the revival time will be reduced by a factor of (n ϩ ϩn Ϫ ϩ2)/2. Magnetic state selection may then become an easier option.
To verify these considerations beyond the Raman-Nath approximation, we simulated the system evolution numerically. The atom-optical interaction was treated in the dipole approximation neglecting spontaneous processes. The laser beams were regarded as running plane waves on resonance for atoms with p y ϭp z ϭ0. Atomic motion in the z and y directions was treated quantum mechanically. The motion in the x direction was parametrized by time-dependent Rabi frequencies,
cf. Fig. 3 . ⍀ , Fig. 3 , we plot the atomic distribution over the z momentum component as a function of time. We see that dynamics of this distribution agree well with the above considerations. In Fig. 4 , we plot the time dependence of the level populations. It is evident that the final atomic population is indeed split ͑nearly equally͒ between level 1 and levels 3 ϩ and 3 Ϫ . Finally, in Fig. 5 Simulations were also run for a nonzero initial y momentum component. Corresponding changes to the numerical results were negligible.
In conclusion, we have shown that adding the ''inverse'' laser beam combination to Bergmann's atomic beam splitter turns it into a 100% efficient all-optical beam splitter, which has potential applications for atom-wave lithography.
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